Fresh Water Generator
This is the most popular distiller or diesel-driven ships, and more than 13,000 sets have been delivered all over the world. It is far superior to any other similar Fresh Water Generators because of its highest-ever performance, reliability, easy operation and maintenance. Fresh Water Generator series X is applying "XCOT". "XCOT" is special heat transfer tube. It achieves higher performance of Fresh Water Generator.
A steam injector or a steam booster unit as an option is also available to produce fresh water by steam as well.

After-sales service
Feature of After Service
1) We're stocking standard spare parts more than 95% in warehouse.
2) We can ship the parts to everywhere in the world in a same day, if we receive a purchase order in a morning time.
3) We can support timely to all customers about after service with our system.
4) There are including old model as possible as we can purchase from supplier.

Record
Anchor Handring Tug Vessel, PSV, FPSO, FSO, Drill ship, Semi-Submarible